MY NAME IS HARTIGAN BROWNE AND I AM LOOKING FOR A RECRUIT TO JOIN MY DETECTIVE AGENCY. COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS TO PROVE YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES!

FOR TASK 1 YOU NEED TO REVEAL A SECRET MESSAGE. EVERY SHAPE IN THE CODE KEY STANDS FOR ONE LETTER OF THE ALPHABET. FILL IN THE ANSWER BY WRITING THE MATCHING LETTER ABOVE EACH SHAPE.

ANSWER: You should have circled no. If you solved the code and circled yes, frankly, I have no words.
Task 2.

Determine whether cog A must be turned clockwise or anticlockwise in order for the final cog to push the button.

To find the answer, use a pencil to draw the direction in which the cogs will turn. Remember that the way a cog turns affects the one after it!

Circle the correct direction.

Hartigan’s Hint:

Anticlockwise
Clockwise
Task 3.

The village you are being deployed to can be found on the map below.

Use the coordinates to determine where you have to go using the x, horizontal, and y, vertical, axis on the map.

If you get stuck, remember that to find a location using coordinates, the x axis comes first, then y. Once you have discovered your destination, circle it.

Answer: The coordinates were G,O so you need to find the G on the x axis and then the O on the y axis. You are heading to Little Dumpleton.
CONGRATULATIONS!

BY JOVE, YOU’VE CRACKED IT!
YOU’RE NOW READY TO JOIN ME IN INVESTIGATING
ACTIVE CASES. CUT OUT AND FILL IN YOUR NAME ON YOUR
DETECTIVE AGENT IN TRAINING IDENTITY CARD.

Detective

NAME:__________________________

PICK UP A COPY OF CLUEDLE – THE CASE OF THE DUMPLETON DIAMOND
AND SOLVE 50 FIENDISHLY FUN PUZZLES TO HELP ME DISCOVER:
WHO PUP-NAPPED DAVE THE DOG? WHAT IS IMPORTANT ABOUT
THE FLYING GOAT? HOW THE DUMPLETON DIAMOND
WENT MISSING? WHY A MISSING KEY
CAN UNLOCK THIS CASE?